
BY-INVITATION-ONLY
MEMBERSHIP

Your Place To
Tell-Share-Shape

MEMBERSHIP FEE $1995.00 The heart of the journey & the choices you make is 

the story you will sit on the bench telling

It is the way you SHAPE your life 

BY-INVITATION-ONLY MEMBERSHIP



Follow your heart
Be where your heart is - it is out of heart talents can grow

Follow your heart

Your Heart defines you, how you choose to make right decision that 
takes you to where you want to be in balance with soul and mind
Heart creates the family to feel at home.

The heart is your guidance and knows what are the right thing for you 
to do and be.

Make a choice and work to be a strong you using your talents best 
way.

BY-INVITATION-ONLY is your place to work your talents - it is what you 
choose. This is discipline for results there is no free ride.

BY-INVITATION-ONLY – SHAPE YOUR WAY 



The journey you choose
You are in charge of how well you accomplice your task. Your responsibility 
is to know when more expertice is needed

Your journey is unique

You know what it is like to be you. Your journey in life is unique.

You cross the bridge and see, hear and feel. It is your bridge to 
cross and your challenges to overcome. Your victory to achieve.

You Share your story, feeling, and discoveries but the crossing 
the accomplishments have one sole purpose to strengthen you. 
It is your story to tell.

The only one it makes a difference to, is you. It is your 
responsibility to make it happen. BY-INVITATION-ONLY is where 
we Shape our way.
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The choices you make
Information and knowledge from members supporting members is 
what makes the difference this is not a free ride, you choose

What choices you choose

You choose from what you know. Information and knowledge have 
direct impact on your mind and soul.

Making right decisions in life comes from being among 
experienced who share their doings and your ability to listen to 
your inner guidance.

Lifelong knowledge shared can make all the difference in the 
world for someone else.

Share your way, doubts, victories to help  
BY-INVITATION-ONLY-MEMBERS because you care.
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The story you tell 
Time to take charge of the story you want to tell, be among experienced that
like you are changing has direct impact on your mind and soul

The story you tell

Your story is unique and your choices and moves are yours solely.

Why did you pick them?
- The story you tell, is what will define who you are and your story

- is the difference you made

The heart and affection you showed

The journey traveled and the outcome you achieved, Shaping your 
way. Is your private challenge and for you to share in a place 
where you feel safe and supported –BY-INVITATION-ONLY
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Membership is only 1995.00 a year
The day-to-day the in between support for gret results every day 
that you make happen

BY-INVITATION-ONLY

The choice to be a member is a choice for change. You must 
discipline yourself to use the site.

This is not a free ride, this is a choice you choose for yourself and 
your way of life. 

It is your accomplishments, your discipline and sharing.

You choose to work yourself to create results day-to-day and you 
reach out to be a member supporting other members.

This membership is among and that is what you contribute to. 
This is a choice. Support day-to-day the discipline to do.
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Membership is only 1995.00 a year
The day-to-day the in between support for gret results every day 
that you make happen

BY-INVITATION-ONLY Access to:

Your own profile
Personal follow up with focus on life tools
CORE of CAL pages
Members-supporting-Members
The closed forum for ME & MY
The closed forum for BY-INVITATION ONLY
The forum to ask question  
Share best practice WORK-SHOP – life tools
Categorized life stories & Skills Knowledge
Gap-Analysis work 
Tell – Share- Shape
Write blogs
Share life coaching
Access to SKYPE- Coaching from CAL
This is a closed forum for life coaching  and life change 
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Membership is only 1995.00 a year
The day-to-day the in between support for gret results every day 
that you make happen

BY-INVITATION-ONLY 

Moving forward in a good decent way 
Is a choice

You have to 
Choose
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